ABSTRACT Real-time transient stability assessment (TSA) of power systems is an important real world problem in electrical energy engineering and pattern recognition scope. The definition of most discriminative trajectory features and proper supervised trajectory-based classifier has remained a motivational challenge for scholars vis-à-vis real-time TSA. In addition, increase in the consumption of electrical energy along with constraints such as amortization of network equipment induces electric power system inadequacy risk. The retrieval of power system adequacy involves network expansion planning such as installing new power plants for the network. This policy affects the structure and electrical specification of the network significantly. Furthermore, due to sudden or the scheduled tripping of network equipment stemming from action of protection devices or maintenance procedures, the network must undergo shallow structural changes. The different level of changes in network specification is becoming a potential barrier for network analysis tools like real-time TSA platform. In fact, the lack of consideration of the incompatibility of TSA tool with expansion planning affects the performance of TSA learning model that is trained using the preexpansion network. However, this paradoxical problem can be solved by generalized learning for power system size & type independent (PSs&tInd) real-time TSA. For this purpose, first, we used a set of PSs&tInd trajectory features. Next, we presented a trajectory-based deep neuro classifier to eliminate kernel functions weaknesses plugged into the hyperplane-based classifier. Finally, experimental comparisons were conducted to assess the efficacy of the proposed framework. The results showed that the proposed technique offered high-generalization capacity on real-time TSA during network expansion.
I. INTRODUCTION
In today's electric power system environment in which different uncertainties like power interruption affects interconnected utilities of the electrical grid, stability analysis is a basic function of the power system reliability issue. In fact, power system stability monitoring in terms of its operation positioning near the stability margins is the most significant obligatory item, which is guaranteed to enhance the social indicators (e.g., economic factor) as well as the efficiency of the power grid. Consequently, system stability control is becoming a potential option in solving future challenges associated with power supply in order to achieve secure and economic power supply. For this purpose, transient stability assessment (TSA) has been introduced as one of the categories of power system stability analysis. In fact, transient stability refers to the ability of the power system to maintain synchrony during large and sudden disturbances [1] . There are several techniques for measuring transient stability status. Time-domain simulation and transient energy function are traditional approaches of TSA [2] , [3] . However, in comparison with traditional approaches that have weakness such as obtaining exact parameters and information on network components, data mining techniques is considered as a stateof-the-art solution on real-time TSA [4] - [9] . Currently, the development-oriented role of information technology (IT) has caused the staking of data with a large volume of various power grid elements. Consequently, data mining provides proper analytical tools for knowledge discovery involving methods in the intersection of machine learning and statistics [10] .
Different purposes of real-time TSA, namely preventive control, and corrective control can be studied employing data mining. Due to the unpredictable property of the events in power system, network operators can adjust the operating point of the network in a way to be able to optimize control actions in the preventive mode to prevent power system instability. However, it is clear that such a mechanism will induce non-optimal exploitation of the network. Taking into cognizance this point, transient stability status prediction based on post-fault dynamic response (corrective control) is very imperative. To collect post-fault dynamic response of power systems, wide area monitoring system (WAMS) e.g. phasor measurement units (PMUs) [11] is one of the fundamental equipment employed in real-time TSA.
Many different data mining techniques have been proposed for real-time TSA. For example, decision tree (DT) [12] , [13] is one of the practical algorithms for predicting power system transient stability. In addition, ensemble DT (Random Forest) has been considered for transient stability analysis [14] . Support vector machine (SVM) is one of the useful methods employed in real-time TSA [15] . Artificial neural networks (ANNs) have attracted the interest of researchers lately and has been widely considered to improve the performance of transient stability status prediction [16] , [17] .
In this paper, three significant problems are considered in the performance of real-time TSA: 1) The first concern is the selection of proper trajectory features that have close relevance to its performance. Several features have been employed in earlier studies. For example, in [18] - [21] selected terminal voltage amplitude as a predictor. Also, the post-fault dynamic behavior of generator rotor angle was selected as predictors for real-time TSA in [22] and [23] . More focus on discriminative trajectory features that reflect key information in real-time TSA requires further study.
2) The next issue is related to an interconnected relationship between power grid sharp expansion and performance of real-time TSA learning framework. The power grid is experiencing growing demand in power supply along with electrical constraints (e.g. amortization of network equipment). These issues certainly affect power system adequacy. Under this circumstance, power grid must inevitably be designed on structural growth path and this policy can be formulated on network management agenda in two ways: a) deep expansion planning, which include installation of new power plants, transmission line and substations, and b) short-term plans, namely shallow expansion planning, which is conducted based on the sudden or scheduled tripping of network equipment stemming from action of protection devices or system maintenance procedures. Due to the different level of power system specification expansion for retrieving power system adequacy, machine learning approaches to power system dynamic security analysis such as real-time TSA learning procedure that is trained employing pre-expansion system is not applicable in the expanded power grid. However, solving this issue involves generalization of real-time TSA learning model, which defines power system size & type independent trajectory features as cornerstone of this solution. In this way, indirectly, the first problem is also solved.
3) The third problem is related to how to decide the best classifier on time series predictors. Due to the importance of swing curve mining, application of suitable classifier with more intuitive comparison between trajectory features in the learning process is very important. Although some researchers utilized kernel-based classifier for this purpose, future challenges of kernel selection as well as setting of parameters in hyperplane-based predictive approach affects the performance of the classifier on real-time TSA. Consequently, application of proper supervised trajectory-based classifier without requiring kernel trick to possess high performance prediction is a challenge of this topic.
The main contribution of the paper to address the abovementioned concerns are summarized as follows: a) Since generalization of learning model is considered in our proposed methodology, we used a set of size and type independent trajectory features (s&tIFs) that measures suitable awareness level of the network status and its distance from instability. b) Improving the performance of the classifier on the multivariate trajectory for power system transient data classification is an urgent need that helps data mining engineer to possess high-performance knowledge discovery. For this purpose, we present a convolutional neural network (CNN) framework with novel companion objective function, called twin convolutional support vector machine (TWCSVM) for mining the internal structure of trajectory features appropriately. c) Several experiments for evaluating the generalizability of the proposed learning model based on strict strategy is considered. Furthermore, an experimental comparison of kernelbased predictive approach on real-time TSA and TWCSVM are performed.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: In Section II, we explained the structure of the proposed methodology in order to achieve power system size & type independent real-time TSA. Section III describes the numerical experiments used to evaluate the performance of our proposed methodology. Finally, Section IV presents the conclusion of the paper.
II. METHODOLOGY
The proposed methodology for power system size & type independent transient stability prediction is related to the issues raised in this paper, as shown in Fig. 1 . Our goals are considered in three step interconnected components as follow: 1) database generation module, 2) feature calculation module and 3) trajectory-based deep neural predictive module. First, time domain simulation is conducted on the various power grid (step 1) based on the desired basic attributes (e.g., active power). Second we apply feature calculation module to extract s&tIFs based on basic attributes (step 2). Finally, a trajectory-based classifier without kernel tricks is presented to achieve high performance prediction of real-time TSA (step 3).
A. Database generation scheme for PSs&tInd TSA In this paper, offline simulation is conducted to generate a dataset that consists of dynamic responses of various power systems with different topology. Unlike other studies on real-time TSA, the desired case is the same for training and testing phase; we consider a strict strategy for evaluating the generalizability of the proposed learning model. For strict evaluation of learning model generalizability, contingency samples of power networks that are not topologically similar to training phase power networks are used in the testing phase. In fact, the use of power networks that are topologically different from training phase power networks in the testing phase gave the assurance that if the proposed model achieves a high performance prediction against contingency samples of different types of network topologies, it will also hold a high generalization capacity during network expansion. Taking into account the above strategy, we need a set of trajectory features that could help us to achieve power system size & type independent transient stability prediction. To this end, a set of PSs&tInd trajectory features are employed as shown in TABLE I. Basic reasons involved in the definition of 8 s&tIF are summarized as follows. In fact, application of stability limit in inducing a change and fault in the power grid precipitates transient instability. Therefore, awareness of instability occurrence would be possible via measurement of the condition of network exploitation, which states the range of distance of the operation point of the network with stability limit. Network exploitation conditions or operation point characteristics is measurable by measuring features such as total amount of active power, voltage phase angle of buses and terminal voltage magnitude. However, in order to extract power system s&tIF that measures suitable awareness level of network status and its distance from instability, these features should be normalized. In other words, a feature like the amount of active power expression nominal capacity of the operation point for a network. Nevertheless, these features should be normalised according to the total capacity of the installed power plants in comparison with the networks of various size. Furthermore, settlement of part of the whole network at stability limits will induce transient instability. In order to be aware of similar conditions, geometric attribute (e.g., maximum, minimum or variance value) according to feature should be evaluated. Since transient instability occurs because of problems stemming from the active power supply, most of the features determined are related to this feature. Variations in active power operation induced differences in voltage phase angle. Therefore, a feature is defined in order to measure voltage phase angle in the feature set. Also, voltage magnitude as an operational feature affecting transient instability is added to other features. For more details, refer to [24] .
B. Proposed trajectory-based deep neural classifier
Sequential (or time series) predictors are one of the data types in most real world problems. The analysis of this data type, called multivariate data analysis, requires specific theory in pattern matching and traditional similarity metrics like Euclidean distance, which are not ready to be used in confrontation of these challenges. For this purpose, elastic distance like dynamic time warping (DTW) has been introduced as a distance measure to find optimal matching VOLUME 6, 2018 between two trajectory data [25] . Because of the application of non-linear (elastic) alignment in DTW, it outperforms Euclidean distance (or Manhattan distance) in most cases. Therefore, choice of distance measure plugged into kernel machines like SVM is important. Due to the fact that DTW produce rich similar score, it motivates pattern recognition researchers to apply DTW in Gaussian radial basis functions (RBF) kernel. However, research work presented in [26] , showed that DTW was not a positive definite symmetric (PDS) in some cases and their experiments further revealed that Euclidean distance outperformed DTW in kernel machines. Although, application of elastic distance in kernel function was fruitless, construction of PDS kernel from elastic distance continued, consequently, [27] presented a positive definite recursive elastic kernel called recursive time warp kernel (RTWK). The question is whether the kernel selection problem has been solved by PDS kernel. The answer to this question is no. Future challenges for the set of parameters in kernel functions have remained. In addition, in some cases, the performance of elastic kernel in pattern matching is dependent on the characteristics of data. According to what was mentioned on elastic kernels weaknesses, presentation of a trajectory-based classifier that does not require kernel tricks is an essential task of our proposed methodology for real-time TSA. For this purpose, we introduced a trajectory-type deep neural network classifier, called twin convolutional support vector machine (TWCSVM). TWCSVM consist of the convolutional neural network (CNN) for mining the internal structure of trajectory features (feature mapping module) without kernel tricks, and twin support vector machine (TWSVM) as a novel companion has an objective function that is associated with CNN (classification module). CNN is one of the trajectorybased deep neuro strategies presented in [28] research work that had good performance in pattern recognition and image processing. Utilizing the concept of CNN, [29] presented a novel CNN framework for time series classification. In fact, this approach was developed to reduce weaknesses of time series classification techniques like model based, distance based and feature based schemes. The main layers of the proposed CNN by [29] are comprised of: 1) input layer, 2) convolutional layer, 3) pooling layer, 4) feature layer and 5) output layer. In CNN architecture, the feature mapping procedure was done from input layer to pooling layer and then, the objective function was fed from feature layer. In our proposed classifier, deep layers of CNN perform the role of the kernel trick in hyperplane-based predictive approach and it also eliminates future challenges in kernel function selection. In the classification module of TWCSVM, unlike common objective function (mean-square error), application of the primal problem formulations of TWSVM, which showed good classification performance under comprehensive benchmark experiment [30] , precipitated an optimal solution for structural risk minimization of the classification problem. Appendix A offers a principle of TWSVM for readers at a glance. According to preliminaries mentioned above about TWCSVM architecture, the framework of TWCSVM consists of two convolutional neural networks (CNNs): CNN 1 and CNN 2 . Each CNNs contains the input layer, hidden layers (convolutional layer and pooling layer) and the output layer. Fig. 2 illustrates the architecture of our proposed classifier.
Some details about the TWCSVM classifier are as follows: In feature extraction module of each CNNs, feature mapping procedure as kernel function, which continued from the input layer to last hidden layer (convolutional and pooling layer), is presented as φ(x|θ ), where θ = {W Con.j , b Con.j , 1 ≤ j ≤ c}. Classification module of CNNs include TWSVM objective function, which is fed from φ(x|θ ). The weight vector and bias of the classification module for each CNNs is represented by W TWSVM , b TWSVM . Generally, parallel training of each CNN was conducted according to the following steps:
Step 1) Set CNNs parameters like number of convolutional layer, filter number of convolutional layer, filter size of the convolutional layer, and pooling method. The weights matrix and bias vector per CNN between the convolutional layer and pooling layer was initialized with a small random number. Next, activation function should be determined. The sigmoid function due to its special properties was selected [31] .
(1)
Step 2) All multivariate training set was selected in the batch form.
Step 3)The output of convolutional and pooling layer per CNN was calculated as described in [29] . The output of output layer can be written as (2):
Step 4) The mean square error (MSE) was displaced by TWSVM primal problems as novel companion objective function. Therefore, we formulated the objective functions as follows: a) Objective function of CNN 1 :
Con.j 2
}. Max function in (3) and (4) was defined as max(a, b)
Step 5) The weights and bias updating procedure per CNN was conducted by gradient descent algorithm: 
b) Update W TWSVM 2 vector:
where * and (.) T ; matrix multiplication and matrix transpose, respectively.
Step 6) Another round of training continued with step 2 according to maximum epoch number where it was initialized at the beginning of the learning process. If a power system utility wishes to implement the proposed algorithm to classify test sample in the desired power system, the basic steps described in Appendix B should be followed.
III. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN A. Electric grid test cases
The test systems chosen in this paper to evaluate the performance of our proposed methodology is shown in TABLE II. The contingency samples of SAVNW, IEEE24 and Brazilian test systems were used for training process, and contingency samples of NETS-NYPS and T-A system were used for evaluation of the learning model generalizability based on s&tIF features (See TABLE I).
B. Summary of simulation procedure Database
We executed offline contingency simulation procedure on a programming platform (See Fig. 3 ) employing a Surface Pro 4 with an Intel Core i5-6300 2.5 GHz processor and 4 GB RAM. First, we coded contingencies associated with different load characteristics, type of disturbance and fault duration times (See TABLE III) by the Python script, which is capable of accessing simulation functions of SIEMENS PSS R E planning tools (PSS/E). In this stage, output channel activity behavior of all test cases were extracted based on basic attributes (e.g., active power, voltage magnitude, etc.). The required parameters per contingency sample using PSS/E application program interface (API) routine was determined. Accordingly, fault duration time was set at 0.16 s and 0.23 s. The fault clearing time was set after the end of each fault duration time. Also, the test system was simulated for 5 s after the fault clearance. For more details on the sampling frequency of measurement refer to [22] . When all contingency samples of all test systems were obtained; then, the data file was sent to feature calculation module in MATLAB to extract trajectory features, which were previously defined in TABLE I. The dataset form for real-time TSA is shown in Fig. 4 . After contingency samples gathering, the study on dynamic behavior of the trajectory data is considered as a preprocessing step of the learning procedure. Focusing on the dynamic behavior of trajectory data using distance measure like DTW showed this fact that feature excursions of some contingency samples have the same behavior. In fact, we confronted with data redundancy in power system contingency dataset. Data redundancy causes increasing the size of the database unnecessarily; and as a result, increasing the time complexity of learning model procedure. Therefore, for filtering unique samples, redundant data was removed from dataset. Consequently, 414 simulation samples from all samples in the available database as a training and testing set was selected. Each contingency sample was labeled as ''stable'' or ''unstable'' according to network response in the solution of dynamic equations. Also, the proportion of the two classes (stable or unstable) in the available dataset is balanced. As can be seen in Fig. 4 , stable samples (e.g., green-face trajectory) and unstable samples (e.g., yellow-face trajectory) of NETS-NYPS, show variation in the proportion of PELEC compared to the total of max PELEC (F 1 ).
C. Experimental results

1) TWCSVM PARAMETERS SETTING
One of the important aspects in designing our experiments on power system multivariate data was the determination of various parameters per CNN in TWCSVM architecture. In our proposed classifier, number of convolutional layer, filter number of convolutional layer, filter size of the convolutional layer and type of pooling strategy were the significant parameter that could affect the performance of TWCSVM. At the beginning of the TWCSVM design, each CNN of TWCSVM was designed by one convolutional layer as regards the number of convolutional layers parameter. To evaluate the impact of the other parameters on the performance of TWCSVM, several experiments were conducted on the test cases. SAVNW, Brazilian and IEEE-24 test systems were employed for training process, and NETS-NYPS and T-A system were used as a test set to assess the generalizability of the proposed model based on s&tIF features. Also, to assess the feasibility of learning model generalization for PSs&tInd transient stability prediction, observation window with length 5 s (c = 300: length of trajectory feature F i in cycles c) was considered for training and testing procedure (Section C.1 and C.2). The accuracy (Acc) index (10) was used for evaluation of classifier performance.
Where Positive: identified stable sample, Negative: identified unstable sample, TP: correctly identified stable sample, TN: correctly identified unstable sample, FP: incorrectly identified stable sample and FN: incorrectly identified unstable sample. Furthermore, sensitivity (11) and specificity (12) was used to measure the proportion of actual positives (or negatives) that are correctly identified.
Sensitivity(TPrate)
TABLE IV shows the classification performance of TWCSVM for NETS-NYPS test system based on important parameter. The best values for TWCSVM parameters that precipitated the high performance prediction of power system transient stability was shown by bold-face. More analysis of TABLE IV shows the fact that TWCSVM can get proper classification performance when the value of convolutional layer parameters increases to a certain extent. For example, when the value of the filter number of the convolutional layer became greater than 3 for CNN 1 and CNN 2 , in addition to increasing prediction time of TWCSVM to classify the test contingency sample, the performance of the classifier based on TPR and Acc reduced (Also Fig. 5 confirms this issue). An important point is that we chose the accuracy obtained based on parameter 1 in row 3 (underline face) to evaluate the impact of filter size (parameter 2) on 
TABLE 6. Classification performance of TWCSVM (T-A test system).
classifier performance. Also, mean-pooling for both CNN 1 and CNN 2 was an optimal choice in terms of pooling strategy even when the different values of parameters (filter size and filter number of the convolutional layer) were selected according to TABLE IV. The variation in the minimization of primal problems of TWCSVM (e.g., CNN 1,2 = 3) when the number of iteration grows to train TWCSVM is shown in TABLE V. The results show the convergence of primal problems minimization. An important point to note is that when TWCSVM framework was developed by two convolutional layers per CNN, not only that classification performance did not improve but learning procedure increased. To evaluate the performance of TWCSVM on T-A system, a set of experiment was conducted based on the different values of important parameters. The best values for TWCSVM parameters that induced a high performance for transient stability prediction of T-A test system are shown in TABLE VI.
2) COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL METHODS: TWCSVM VS. KERNEL METHOD
The main purpose of this section is to compare the performance of TWCSVM with the kernel-based predictive VOLUME 6, 2018 approach on real-time TSA. Regardless of future challenges vis-à-vis kernel function selection issues in SVM; overall, non-linear SVM had acceptable performance on transient stability status prediction. Hence, three efficient kernels for experimental comparison of kernel-based predictive approach on real-time TSA and TWCSVM are as follows: 1) recursive time warp kernel, called RTWK [27] , 2) DTW distance in Gaussian RBF kernel [36] and 3) standard Gaussian RBF kernel [37] . Consequently, by applying changes to SVM formulations and acceptance of trajectory data and plugging of kernels into it, classification in trajectory feature space was performed. As can be seen in TABLE VII, TWCSVM outperformed kernel-based approaches on test cases regarding our strict strategy in the testing phase. More analysis based on comparison of the experimental methods is as follows: According to what has been mentioned in [32] , NETS-NYPS is larger in both number of areas and installed types of equipment from T-A test system. The obtained result showed that when a small topology test network was displaced by a large topology system like NETS-NYPS, SVM-RBF (DTW distance) had lower generalization capacity for real-time TSA with such a size of topology, while TWCSVM, SVM-RTWK and SVM-RBF (Euclidean distance) had high generalization capacity. Another issue was dependency ratio of the methods on the type of test cases and effect of this issue on the performance of the techniques as shown in TABLE VIII. To determine which method does not depend on test case type, both ''change rate'' and ''impact on rank'' items should be evaluated. The ''change rate'' indicates the amount of difference in prediction accuracy of the classifier when we switched from X system to Y system. According to TABLE VIII, in terms of ''change rate'', TWCSVM, SVM-RTWK and SVM-RBF (Euclidean distance) had a lower change rate on accuracy than SVM-RBF (DTW distance) (underline face) when we switched from T-A system to NETS-NYPS system and vice versa. This result means that alteration in test case type (or type of topology) does not have a significant impact on the performance of these techniques. Next item is ''impact on rank'' which was derived from the first item. In fact, test case switching created a change in the accuracy of the classifier and may reduce its performance ranking. According to ''impact on rank'' column, TWCSVM is situated at top rank even when test case type is switched and thus works better than SVM-RTWK and SVM-RBF (Euclidean distance) (bold-face). As a final report (See TABLE IX) based on experiments, SVM-RBF (Euclidean distance) is an algorithm with low prediction time, that gained the first rank while our proposed classifier ranked 2nd.
3) ASSESSING THE PERFORMANCE OF PREDICTION MODELS WITH TIMELY OBSERVATION WINDOW (OW)
Since transient stability is always a fast dynamic phenomenon, it is crucial to quickly detect instability. Using large observation window is one of the main factors that induce accurate classification on PSs&tInd transient stability prediction in previous sections, but it is an untimely assessment. Therefore, using timely OW for PSs&tInd transient stability prediction is an important issue. Taking into cognizance this point, assessing the performance of the learning models with a smaller size window was considered in this section. As can be seen in TABLE IX, SVM-RBF Euclidean and our proposed classifier (TWCSVM) has lower prediction time than other classification techniques. Therefore, training and testing procedures with length of trajectory features in 10 cycles were conducted using these algorithms. According to TABLE X, TWCSVM outperformed SVM-RBF Euclidean on Acc and TNR for PSs&tInd transient stability prediction on T-A test system. However, SVM-RBF Euclidean has a lower processing time (234 milliseconds) than TWCSVM (755 milliseconds). Therefore, the processing time difference between TWCSVM and SVM-RBF Euclidean (755 − 234 = 521 milliseconds) was added to the length of trajectory features in SVM-RBF Euclidean learning model (in row 3; underline face). Although increasing size of OW from 10 to 41 affects the classification performance of SVM-RBF Euclidean on Acc and TNR in a positive manner; overall, TWCSVM outperforms 
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This study was aimed at surmounting some concerns raised in this paper on real-time TSA. For this purpose, first, a set of trajectory features that were independent of power system size & type (s&tIF) were extracted based on the basic reasons associated with their definition. Definition of this type of features allowed us to achieve learning model generalizability on real-time TSA as an urgent need for network expansion planning in today's power system environment. As seen in the second part of the proposed methodology, we presented a twin convolutional support vector machine as supervised trajectory-based deep neural classifier, which can help us to eliminate the computational complexity of kernel trick. Finally, simulations were applied to test networks with different topology. The results showed that the classification accuracy of the proposed method with a larger size window for each test systems exceeded 87% and it outperformed kernel-based approaches on test cases. More focus on obtained results showed that TWCSVM, SVM-RTWK and SVM-RBF (Euclidean distance) had high generalization capacity based on Acc measures (+9.95, +5.39, +8.17; respectively), while and SVM-RBF (DTW distance) had low generalization capacity (-18.14) for PSs&tInd real-time TSA. After obtaining positive results on PSs&tInd transient stability prediction based on larger observation window, assessing the effect of length of trajectory features on the performance of learning models was considered. Since SVM-RBF Euclidean and our proposed classifier (TWCSVM) had lower prediction time than other classification techniques, training and testing procedures with smaller observation window were conducted using these algorithms. The obtained result showed this fact that our proposed methodology with the length of trajectory features in 10 cycles had good performance (Acc: 86.27 %, processing time: 755 ms) for PSs&tInd transient stability prediction.
In future studies, unseen condition in the real environment of power systems like information missing due to the communication failure (unavailability) and lack of quality of power system dynamic responses (noisy data) should be considered. Also, assessing the model generalization performance on PSs&tInd transient stability prediction under system operating condition requires further study.
APPENDIX A
Reference [30] presented non-parallel planes classifier, called TWSVM, that searched for hyperplane close to points of one class and at a distance from points of the other class. In fact, unlike primal problem of SVM in which we faced a major optimization problem, TWSVM formulation had two smaller primal problems and each constraint had certain rules as part of the patterns. Consider training vectors belonging to two separate classes: D = {(x i , y i )|x i ∈ R n , y i ∈ {+1, −1}, i = 1, . . . , p+q} (13) Let P = (x 1 , . . . , x p ) T ∈ R p×n , Q = (x p+1 , . . . , x p+q ) T ∈ R q×n .
TWSVM classifier without kernel trick is obtained by solving the following pair of primal problems: (15) where C 1 , C 2 are penalty parameters, e 1 and e 2 are vectors of ones, ξ 1 and ξ 2 are slack vectors, e 1 , ξ 1 ∈ R p , e 2 , ξ 2 ∈ R q . To construct nonlinear TWSVM, primal problems are extended by defining kernel functions [30] . Also, to eliminate problem constraints of TWSVM, (14) and (15) If a power system utility wishes to implement the proposed algorithm in their power system, the following steps should be considered: 1) power system utility must extract the trajectory features according to TABLE I for the desired power system. 2) the parameters like weight matrix and bias vector in TWCSVM classifier (for more information on learning parameters refer to 6 steps in the learning process of TWCSVM) which are trained during the learning model process and stored under the title of ''trained parameters package'' is used for the testing procedure. 3) In the testing procedure, for example, according to steps of TWCSVM, unseen sample is entered to TWCSVM for determining the class label. When the unseen sample is entered to the classifier, the parameters of the classifier is set to the values VOLUME 6, 2018 of the trained parameters (which was stored in the trained parameters package after performing training procedure).
